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Springer Nov 2002, 2002. Buch. Book Condition: Neu. 235x155x30 mm. This item is printed on
demand - Print on Demand Titel. Neuware - Progress in the theory of economic equilibria and in
game theory has proceeded hand in hand with that of the mathematical tools used in the field,
namely nonlinear analysis and, in particular, convex analysis. Jean-Pierre Aubin, one of the leading
specialists in nonlinear analysis and its application to economics, has written a rigorous and concise
- yet still elementary and self-contained - textbook providing the mathematical tools needed to
study optima and equilibria, as solutions to problems, arising in economics, management sciences,
operations research, cooperative and non-cooperative games, fuzzy games etc. It begins with the
foundations of optimization theory, and mathematical programming, and in particular convex and
nonsmooth analysis. Nonlinear analysis is then presented, first game-theoretically, then in the
framework of set valued analysis. These results are then applied to the main classes of economic
equilibria. The book contains numerous exercises and problems: the latter allow the reader to
venture into areas of nonlinear analysis that lie beyond the scope of the book and of most graduate
courses. 433 pp. Englisch.
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This pdf can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been printed in an
remarkably easy way which is merely following i finished reading this book by which basically changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Nedr a  K iehn-- Nedr a  K iehn

Without doubt, this is the best operate by any publisher. I was able to comprehended everything out of this written e publication. Its been developed in an
remarkably easy way which is only following i finished reading through this ebook by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Dr . O felia  Gr a nt Sr .-- Dr . O felia  Gr a nt Sr .
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